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ABSTRACT: In this work, independent radial diffusion at arrayed nanointerfaces between two immiscible electrolyte solutions (nanoITIES) was achieved. The arrays were formed at nanopores fabricated by focused ion beam
milling of silicon nitride (SiN) membranes, enabling the reproducible and systematic design of five arrays with
different ratios of pore center-to-center distance (rc) to pore radius (ra). Voltammetry across water – 1,6-dichlorohexane nanoITIES formed at these arrays was examined by the interfacial transfer of tetrapropylammonium ions.
The diffusion-limited ion-transfer current increased with the ratio rc/ra, reaching a plateau for rc/ra ≥56, which was
equivalent to the theoretical current for radial diffusion to an array of independent nanoITIES. As a result, mass
transport to the nanoITIES arrays was greatly enhanced due to the decreased overlap of diffusion zones at adjacent
nanoITIES, allowing each interface in the array to behave independently. When the rc/ra ratio increased from 13 to
56, the analytical performance parameters of sensitivity and limit of detection were improved from 0.50 (± 0.02) A
M-1 to 0.76 (± 0.02) A M-1 and from 0.101 (± 0.003) µM to 0.072 (± 0.002) µM, respectively. These results provide
an experimental basis for the design of arrayed nanointerfaces for electrochemical sensing.

INTRODUCTION
Electrochemistry at nanoscale interfaces, including electron transfer at nanoelectrodes and ion transfer across
nanointerfaces between two immiscible electrolyte solutions (nanoITIES), has attracted considerable interest in
many research fields, such as nanomaterial design for effective energy conversion devices and sensitivity improvement for miniaturized sensing platforms.1-4 Nanoscale interfaces offer a number of advantages in electrochemical
applications, such as decreased charging current, reduced ohmic drop and enhanced mass transport due to dominance of radial diffusion.5-7 Although single nanointerfaces have provided key insights into fundamental electrochemical processes,8-10 their low signal intensities and delicate fabrication procedures have limited their sensing
applications. Therefore, arrays of nanointerfaces, in which a number of individual interfaces are arranged in parallel,
were developed, to increase the electrochemical signals while maintaining the superior properties of the nanosystem.11-13 However, the higher current obtained at nanointerface arrays may arise from an increase in the surface
area rather than an improvement in analyte mass transport. Overlapped radial diffusion profiles between neighboring nanointerfaces may also result in strong analyte competition, thus decreasing the analytical sensitivity. 14,15
Therefore, exploring the characteristics of arrayed nanointerfaces is essential for the improvement of their overall
analytical performances, but requires in-depth understanding of analyte mass transport at the arrays.
In recent decades, mass transport behavior at microinterface arrays has been extensively studied. For example, a
long-standing view was that microelectrode density in an array was optimal if r c>12ra (rc: center-to-center distance;
ra: disc electrode radius).16 However, this was proven unsatisfactory in a simulation study of the diffusion process

at a regular array of microdisc interfaces.17 Fletcher and Horne proposed a more stringent design criterion, with
rc>20ra,18 which was further modified and experimentally verified by Davies et al..19,20 This design criterion provided important guidance to microelectrode array fabrication and triggered the progress of electrochemical applications.21-23 Although the benefits which accrue from microinterfaces can be expected to be greater at nanointerfaces, the study of mass transport to nanoscale arrays is still at an early stage, and only simulation results that were
subject to numerous approximations have been provided.24 In addition to the issue of complex behaviors at
nanointerfaces resulting from the comparable size of depletion layer and Debye length,25 the difficulty in fabrication
of nanoarrays with variable but well-controlled dimensions also a limitation. Recently, we reported the voltammetric behavior of cationic drug transfer across nanoITIES arrays in hexagonal arrangement (rc/ra=20),26 which were
prepared via electron beam lithography/reactive ion etching. 27 However, the experimental currents were lower than
those expected for arrays of diffusionally-independent nanointerfaces,13,26-29 due to the overlap of diffusion zones
between neighboring nanointerfaces.
In this work, focused ion beam (FIB) milling, a direct-write method enabling the reproducible and systematic
control of nanoscale parameters, was employed to fabricate regular nanopore arrays of five designs (r c/ra=13, 38,
56, 70 and 82) in
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Figure 1. SEM images of nanopore arrays with rc/ra of 13 (A), 38 (B), 56 (C), 70 (D) and 82 (E). (F) The rc/ra (left
Y axis, ) and ra (right Y axis, ) measured from the corresponding arrays in A-E. Error bars in (F) are ±1 standard
deviation, based on 9 pores.
silicon nitride (SiN) membranes. The voltammetric response of ion transfer across the nanoITIES arrays formed at
these patterns was evaluated to determine the influence of array design. It was found that the ion-transfer limiting
current increased to the theoretical current when r c/ra was higher than 56, in good agreement with previous simulation results.24 From an analytical perspective, the sensitivity and limit of detection of the nanoITIES arrays were
improved by tuning the nanointerface separation, which provides a promising approach for the development of
nanosensing systems with high efficiency.
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The SiN membranes (DuraSiN film) with thickness of 50 nm, supported on rigid silicon frames (2.65 mm×2.65
mm×300 μm), were purchased from Electron Microscopy Sciences (Pennsylvania, USA). 10 × 10 array nanopores
(radius ra) with varying pore center-to-center separations (rc) were fabricated with a DualBeam Helios Nanolab 600
FIB/SEM (FEI Company, Eindhoven, NL). The beam acceleration voltage was 30.0 kV and the beam current was
10 pA, giving a 12.8 nm ion beam probe size. After FIB milling, the arrays were imaged by SEM (acceleration
voltage: 3.0 kV; through-the-lens detector) and the values of r c and ra were determined from the images.
All reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and used as received. The electrolytes solutions were aqueous
lithium chloride (LiCl) and bis(triphenylphosphoranylidene)ammo-nium tetrakis(4-chlorophenyl)borate (BTPPATPBCl) in 1,6-dichlorohexane (1,6-DCH), both at 10 mM. The organic electrolyte salt was prepared as before.30
Voltammetric experiments at the nanopore-supported nanoITIES arrays were performed with an Autolab PGSTAT
302N with ECD module (Metrohm, The Netherlands). A two-electrode cell with both electrodes serving as reference and counter electrode in their respective phases was housed in a Faraday cage. The nanoporous SiN membrane
was affixed, via its silicon frame, to a borosilicate glass tube with silicone sealant. Approximately 200 μL of the
organic phase electrolyte was added to the borosilicate glass tube, which was subsequently immersed in 6 mL of
the aqueous phase solution. The electrochemical cell was as follows:
Ag∣AgCl∣x μM TPrACl, 0.01 M LiClw‖0.01 M BTPPATPBClDCH∣Ag
where x is the concentration of tetrapropylammonium chloride.

FIB milling was used to fabricate regular nanopore arrays due to its high material removal efficiency and good
dimensional controllability, which enables reproducible and systematic preparation of nanostructures.31 This directwrite technique provides an alternative approach32,33 to other nanofabrication methods based on high-energy particle
beams, such as electron-beam lithography, which requires more complex and time-consuming procedures. Figure
1(A-E) shows the SEM images of the five nanopore square array designs with rc/ra of 13 (A), 38 (B), 56 (C), 70 (D)
and 82 (E). Figure 1(F) summarizes the geometric characteristic of the arrays extracted from
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Figure 2. Background-subtracted voltammograms of 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 µM TPrA+ transfer across the
nanoITIES arrays with rc/ra of 13 (A), 38 (B), 56 (C), 70 (D) and 82 (E), scan rate: 5 mV/s. (F) Experimental
calibration plots obtained from the nanoITIES arrays with rc/ra of 13 ( ), 38 ( ), 56 ( ), 70 ( ) and 82 ( ). The black
dashed line shows the theoretical calibration curve (Eq. (1)) based on the mean pore radius across the five arrays.
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these images. It can be observed that nanopores with radii (r a) ranging from 26 to 37 nm were successfully milled
in SiN membranes (Figure 1F, right Y axis). In order to confirm the quality of the nanopore arrays, their properties,
such as pore shape and size, were evaluated prior to each set of electrochemical experiments. Although the nanopores were not always perfectly round, the radii within each array, calculated by fitting a circle to the image of
the nanopore, had a small dispersion, with relative standard deviations less than 7% in all cases. This was acceptable
precision for practical experiments. Figure 1F (left Y axis) displays the determined r c/ra values, which were in the
range 13-82. This provided the basis to investigate the effect of pore spacing on the electrochemical signals at
nanoITIES arrays. All designs were 10 × 10 square arrays, so that the cross-sectional geometric area was constant
and the key variable was the rc/ra value. For these square arrays, rc was the distance between nanopores on the sides
of the squares.
Electrochemical characterization of the arrays were implemented by monitoring the current response for tetrapropylammonium (TPrA+) transfer across the arrayed nanoITIES formed at the SiN nanopore membranes. Prior to the
analyte transfer, cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of the background electrolyte solutions were recorded over a potential range sufficient to encompass TPrA+ transfer. The background-subtracted voltammograms (forward scan only)
for five concentrations (20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 μM) of TPrA+ at each of the nanoITIES array designs are shown in
Figure 2(A-E). The analyte commenced transfer from aqueous phase to organic phase at 0.45 V, and the current
increased steadily until a “sloping steady-state” current was reached in the diffusion-limited region, in good agreement with the electrochemical behaviors of nanoITIES arrays reported previously.28,29,32 In the absence of a definite
steady-state current plateau, the currents recorded at 0.6 V, where an initial sloping steady-state current was reached,
were determined as the experimental limiting currents for evaluation of the properties of the nanoITIES arrays.
The limiting current for TPrA+ transfer increased with concentration at the five nanoITIES array designs. Interestingly, the currents measured at the array with r c/ra of 13 (Figure 2A) were lower than those obtained with the
other designs, illustrating the impact of the pore-to-pore separations on diffusion to the arrays. In order to compare
the ion-transfer behaviors of the five nanoITIES arrays, calibration curves for TPrA+ at the five nanoITIES array
designs were plotted (Figure 2F). Sairi et al. investigated TPrA+ transfer across single nanoITIES formed at a FIBmilled SiN membrane.32 The ion-transfer current results at this single nanoITIES was in excellent agreement with
the theoretical current for an inlaid disc interface, which suggested that such FIB-milled nanopores enable the formation of inlaid nanointerfaces that are co-planar with the aqueous side of the SiN membrane. Since the same
fabrication process was employed in this work, the nanoITIES behaves like an inlaid disk electrode and the theoretical limiting currents can be calculated with the Saito-Soos equation,16,34 modified to take into account the number
of nanoITIES per array
I=4|z|FDcbraNp
(1)
b
where I is the limiting current, z, D and c are the charge, the diffusion coefficient and the bulk concentration of
the transferring ion, respectively, F is Faraday’s constant (96485 C mol-1), ra is the individual interface radius and
Np is the number of pores used to form the nanoITIES array. In this work, z = 1, D = 7.5×10-10 m2 s-1 35 and Np = 100
were employed for all arrays. For indicative purposes, a theoretical calibration curve based on the mean pore radius,
ra = 32 (± 5) nm, across all five nanoarrays was prepared (Figure 2F, dotted line). Comparing the slopes (analytical
sensitivities) of the calibration curves, it can be seen that only half of the theoretical value was achieved when r c/ra
= 13. This can be attributed to the strong overlap of diffusion zones at this low pore-to-pore separation; indeed, rc/ra
= 20 was previously reported to produce overlapped diffusion zones at nanoITIES hexagonal arrays.27,29 However,
the experimental results approached the theoretical average value as the rc/ra increased to 38, 56, 70 and 82, indicating that diffusion zone overlap is minimized and eventually eliminated as the pore-to-pore separation is increased.
This opens up the possibility to achieve independent radial diffusion to nanointerfaces within an array. Although a
previous simulation study showed that the steady-state current at nanoelectrode arrays was close to the theoretical
current as the electrode center-to-center distance was increased to 60-times the radius,24 the experimental observation of this effect is presented here for the first time (Figure 2).
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Figure 3. The effect of rc/ra (13, 38, 56, 70 and 82) on the experimental as a percentage of the theoretical slope (left
Y axis, ) and the calculated limit of detection (right Y axis, ) for TPrA+ transfer across the arrays of nanoITIES.
Error bars are ±1 standard deviation, based on the standard deviation of the slope.

Considering the variation of the pore radii across the array designs, which results in different theoretical currents
for each array, but which are ignored by comparison to an average pore radius current (Figure 2F), individual array
radii were used to evaluate the ratio of experimental to theoretical calibration curve slopes (Figure 3, left Y axis).
The results show that the slope percentage increased from 46±2% to 89±3%, with the increase of the rc/ra from 13
to 38, due to the enhanced ion flux arising from the convergent diffusion to the nanoITIES. When the rc/ra was
increased to 56, 99±2% of the theoretical current was achieved, which showed that independent radial diffusion
occurred to each nanointerface in the array. These results were consistent with simulation data, which predicted that
97% of the theoretical current can be achieved at a 6×6 nanodisc array when rc/ra=60.24 Furthermore, at values of
rc/ra larger than 56, the experimental-to-theoretical current slope plateaued at 95±2%, further supporting the occurrence of independent diffusion at each nanoITIES in the arrays.
Much larger pore-to-pore separations were required to eliminate diffusion zone overlap at nanoITIES arrays compared with that at micro-arrays, which may be attributed to the profound behaviors of mass transport at nanoscale.3638
It has to be noted that the nanopore arrays investigated here are in a square arrangement and the rc values were
calculated based on the side lengths of squares, which means the real values of rc/ra are larger than the calculated
ones due to the longer diagonal distance in a square. This factor may result in achievement of independent diffusion
at an apparently lower r c/ra value than expected, but will have no impact on the trend of diffusion zone overlap at
nanoarrays. Since FIB is a powerful tool for nanopatterning, the study of ion diffusion at nanoITIES arrays with
different arrangements is the subject of further experiments.
From a chemical sensing perspective, the sensitivity of nanoarrays directly depended on the inverse of the interface
radius, at fixed values of rc/ra.29 However, the overlap of diffusion zones at adjacent nanoITIES limited the radial
diffusion to each interface, thus decreasing the sensitivity of the entire array. In this work, the sensitivity (equivalent
to Figure 3, left axis) for TPrA+ transfer at arrayed nanoITIES with the design of rc/ra=13 was 0.50 (± 0.02) A M-1,
which increased to 0.76 (± 0.02) A M-1 when independent radial diffusion was achieved at the array with rc/ra=56.
This can be attributed to the optimal utilization of each interface of the arrays. Besides sensitivity, limit of detection
(LOD) is another important parameter of the analytical performances of nanosensing systems. Figure 3 (right Y
axis) shows the calculated LOD (based on 3-times the standard deviation) for TPrA+ transfer across the nanoITIES
arrays. It shows that the LOD was lowered from 0.101 (± 0.003) μM at the array design of rc/ra=13 to 0.072 (±
0.002) μM at that of rc/ra=56. It means that design of nanoITIES arrays with rc/ra of 56 is sufficient to improve the
LOD, even with CV detection.
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For the first time, independent radial diffusion was achieved at arrays of nanoITIES formed by nanopores in SiN
membranes designed so that rc/ra≥56, which is in agreement with previously-reported simulation results for nanoelectrode arrays.24 FIB milling was employed to fabricate five nanopore array designs with rc/ra=13, 38, 56, 70 and
82, and TPrA+ interfacial transfer was used to examine the impact on ion transfer behavior. It was experimentally
observed that the overlapped diffusion zones at nanoarrays are much stronger than that at microarrays, which suggests a deeper impact of mass transport behavior at arrayed nanodevices. In addition, attractive analytical performances such as higher sensitivity and lower LOD were obtained at the nanoITIES arrays exhibiting independent
radial diffusion, providing a basis for the development of nanoarray-based electrochemical sensors with high performance.
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